Doing Local Theology A Guide For Artisans Of A New Humanity

Doing Local Theology: Claire Selm 2002-01-01 "Doing Local Theology" presents the "local theology" as an enterprise that's not just for specialists. This book promises to become a standard in courses on theological method and foundations of ministry. "Practitioners of theology - buyers and sellers alike - are in Selm's debt for her expert and detailed guidance to doing theology as a way of following Jesus, doing theology as Jesus himself did, and constructing 'little theologies' for our postmodern contexts. Doing Local Theology masterfully aligns orthodoxy with the theological, with the practical, with prayer, with reflection, universality with particularity. In this way of doing theology, the local theologian emerges, in Selm’s memorable phrase, as ‘the village cook.' I must warmly recommend this book to those who want to respond upon the world not only as academic disasters but also as a spiritual advance." — BOOK-JACKET Logo Summary text provided by Blackboard North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved

Urban Ecclesiology: Paschal D. Baziel 2015-02-15 Paschal D. Baziel brings the apologetic exegesis of a Filipino ecumenical community facing homelessness (EOTC) into contemporary ecclesiological consciousness in order to deepen the ecumenical understanding of today's ecclesiical reality. He contributes relevant data to support a theory of an ecclesial-oriented paradigm that fashions ecclesial communities within homelessness. The approach is intended to be interdisciplinary and intercultural. The book is a comprehensive overview of the major issues concerning homelessness. The study is essentially the first of its kind.

Sent and Gathered (Engaging Worship) - African Theology on the Way

The Post-Conciliar Church in Africa: Andrej(Doublet) 2015-09-09 "The post-conciliar church is ever-changing. The landscape is ever changing. The context is ever changing. The mission is ever changing. The social and cultural context is ever changing. The state of being and suggest that the street-level environment is a place where discipulizing can occur and that church should exist. By presenting the EOTC case study Baziel emphasizes that it is possible to live in the streets and to grow in the context. To be able to describe the EOTC's sacralization, Baziel develops a local ecclesiology methodology that aims to bridge the gap between more traditional systematic and theoretical (theological) and practical oriented ecclesiology (e.g., contextual theologies). He articulates a theological framework for the EOTC to reflect on who they are (the essence of identity), what they are (the essence of community), and what that means for believers in that community as they relate to God and to each other in ways that are true to who they are and to God intends them to be (the essence of ecclesial identity). The research provides a solid body of empirical data into the EOTC's social world and community identity. The theological findings from the EOTC's hermeneutical work on the Gospel of Mark reveal an understanding of church being developed as gathering around Jesus that creates a space for God’s presence to be embodied in their ordinary, historical, and communal way of being and living.

Doing Local Theology: John E. Slek 2005-07-11 Theology today is incontestably different from past age contextualizations in three dimensions: timeless, aloofness, and practical outlook. This book offers an introduction to theology that challenges the usual territory, but does so attended to today's ecclesial and cultural context. In contradistinction to more traditional works, Slek explores re-imagining theological conceptions - emphasizing the "local" nature of theology - engages the postmodern context - constructs conservation and postconservative approaches - interacts with the broader faith community. Slek describes his model as "rediscovering Jesus in our places," and he invites readers to join him in this rediscovery.

An Intercultural Theology of Migration

Doing Local Theology: John E. Slek 2005-07-11 Theology today is incontestably different from past age contextualizations in three dimensions: timeless, aloofness, and practical outlook. This book offers an introduction to theology that challenges the usual territory, but does so attended to today's ecclesial and cultural context. In contradistinction to more traditional works, Slek explores re-imagining theological conceptions - emphasizing the "local" nature of theology - engages the postmodern context - constructs conservation and postconservative approaches - interacts with the broader faith community. Slek describes his model as "rediscovering Jesus in our places," and he invites readers to join him in this rediscovery.

Reading Christian Theology in the Protestant Tradition

The Character of Theology: John E. Slek 2005-07-11 This book begins with an introduction to theology that challenges the usual territory, but does so attended to today's ecclesial and cultural context. In contradistinction to more traditional works, Slek explores re-imagining theological conceptions - emphasizing the "local" nature of theology - engages the postmodern context - constructs conservation and postconservative approaches - interacts with the broader faith community. Slek describes his model as "rediscovering Jesus in our places," and he invites readers to join him in this rediscovery.

The Post-Conciliar Church in Africa: Andrej(Doublet) 2015-09-09 "The post-conciliar church is ever-changing. The landscape is ever changing. The context is ever changing. The mission is ever changing. The social and cultural context is ever changing. The state of being and suggest that the street-level environment is a place where discipulizing can occur and that church should exist. By presenting the EOTC case study Baziel emphasizes that it is possible to live in the streets and to grow in the context. To be able to describe the EOTC's sacralization, Baziel develops a local ecclesiology methodology that aims to bridge the gap between more traditional systematic and theoretical (theological) and practical oriented ecclesiology (e.g., contextual theologies). He articulates a theological framework for the EOTC to reflect on who they are (the essence of identity), what they are (the essence of community), and what that means for believers in that community as they relate to God and to each other in ways that are true to who they are and to God intends them to be (the essence of ecclesial identity). The research provides a solid body of empirical data into the EOTC's social world and community identity. The theological findings from the EOTC's hermeneutical work on the Gospel of Mark reveal an understanding of church being developed as gathering around Jesus that creates a space for God’s presence to be embodied in their ordinary, historical, and communal way of being and living.

Appropriate Christianity: Charles H. Kraft 2005-07-11 Appropriately Christian consists of 28 chapters by 18 authors representing contextualizations in three dimensions: timeless, aloofness, and practical outlook. This book offers an introduction to theology that challenges the usual territory, but does so attended to today's ecclesial and cultural context. In contradistinction to more traditional works, Slek explores re-imagining theological conceptions - emphasizing the "local" nature of theology - engages the postmodern context - constructs conservation and postconservative approaches - interacts with the broader faith community. Slek describes his model as "rediscovering Jesus in our places," and he invites readers to join him in this rediscovery.

Theology today is incontestably different from past age contextualizations in three dimensions: timeless, aloofness, and practical outlook. This book offers an introduction to theology that challenges the usual territory, but does so attended to today's ecclesial and cultural context. In contradistinction to more traditional works, Slek explores re-imagining theological conceptions - emphasizing the "local" nature of theology - engages the postmodern context - constructs conservation and postconservative approaches - interacts with the broader faith community. Slek describes his model as "rediscovering Jesus in our places," and he invites readers to join him in this rediscovery.

Apostle theologically? I am not sure that the context-theological way of being the church is an appropriate way to describe the church. Although it is an improvement over the traditional ways, it does not provide a clear understanding of the nature of the church. The church is not simply a group of people who believe in Jesus, but it is a community of believers who live together and worship together. The apostles were the first to establish this concept of the church, and it continues to be practiced today. The church is a place where people come together to worship, to study the Bible, and to support one another. The apostles' teachings and the teachings of the early church have shaped the way in which the church is organized and operates today. The church is a living organism that is constantly changing and evolving. It is important to understand the context in which the church operates in order to understand its purpose and function.
Reclaiming the Full Meaning of God: Dean Fluham Planing 2015-04-13 Should our proclamation of the gospel be in words or deeds or both? What is the Scripture say? New Testament scholar and missionary Dean Fluham takes a look at this disputed question. Rooted in the Old Testament and intersecting the Gospels, Paul, Acts, Peter and Revelation, Fluham provides a biblically sound basis for holistic evangelism.

Worship and Culture: Leadership Studies, and Practical with its focus toward the on-the-ground life of churches and organizations. This book explores the role of the church in society and culture, and the concept of mission, and missioning. In addition, the text provides practical guidance for the church in working with cultural diversity and contextualizing the gospel.

Theology in Place: Disentangling 2012-10-17 Disentangling of peoples around the world continues to impact governmental policies and political national identities. At the macro level, disentanglement of the religious ties of those affected by disentanglement is a growing field of study and worthy of consideration as a form of self-theologizing and religious renewal. Theologizing Place in Disentanglement of people among displaced urban churches believe in the Republic of Georgia and10 lose their homes over a local theology takes shape around key都市Theological questions.

Introducing Christian Mission Today: Michael W. Goheen 2014-07-14 Michael Goheen, has described as a full-scale introduction to mission studies today in its biblical and theological dimensions. Geheen covers the full breadth of major issues in missions, including its global, urban, and holistic contexts. This text shows how the missional movement rephrases the places of Western missions and cultural regions.

A Human-Shaped God: Charles Hallow 2021-03-28 A Human-shaped God approaches the humanistic accounts of God in the Old Testament as the starting places for theology and uses them to build a picture of the human. This understanding of God is brought to revolution with transcendent realities that depict God as a being who knows everything that happens, is in every place at the same time, and is constant and unchanging, and does not have any form at all. Instead, of putting the Old Testament's humanistic views of God against traditional theology, and since these understandings are so underdeveloped, this God is not new, but is the same God who has always existed. Throughput the book, a theological understanding of God's holiness and the human nature of God's holiness in theological theology and using the rich language of biblical theology together in tandem, the reader acquires a much deeper understanding of God.


The Ecclesiast as Orkun Orhan

African Proverbs Reveal Christianity in Culture W. Jay Goheen 2015-06-01 In many oral cultures local proverbs are highly regarded for their wisdom and prized for their aesthetic value. In this study, W. Jay Goheen explores the use of proverbs among African Christians. The book demonstrates how local proverbs can facilitate contextualization of the gospel in African Christian contexts. The study is beneficial to theological ethics and theological anthropology.

Introducing the Missional Church (Allelon Missional Series)

The Faith of the English

Living Theodrama -Wesley Vander Lugt 2016-05-13 In this book, Vander Lugt offers a fresh, creative introduction to theological ethics. Offering an imaginative approach through dialogue with theatrical theory and practice, Vander Lugt demonstrates a new way to integrate actor-oriented and action-oriented approaches to Christian ethics within a comprehensive theological model. This model affirms that life is a drama performed at the crossroads of God and others, providing rich metaphors for relating theology to everyday formation and performance in this world. Different chapters explore the role of the church, faith, tradition, society, and mission, and address the concept of missioning. This book will be valuable for students and practitioners across many different fields.

Essays on the Land, Ecotheology, and Traditions in Africa

Leaders in congregations and Christian organizations wrestle with an unraveling of the world in which they work, some with claims to biblical blueprints, the challenges seem mismatched to those methods. Branson and Roxburgh frame the mission as a social movement where people play in the national culture. John M. Hull, Emeritus Professor of Religious Education, University of Birmingham

Mission on the Road to Emmaus Cathy Ross 2015-10-30

Theology should breathe life and unity among God's people, but today's culture creates a barrier of ignorance and misunderstanding in the study of God. Arthur Beare seeks to build a method for theology that is rooted in a relationship with God and becomes possible in dialogue.

Coffeehouse Theology: Ed Cyzewski 2014-06-16 To theology should breathe life and unity among God's people, but today's culture creates a barrier of ignorance and misunderstanding in the study of God. Arthur Beare seeks to build a method for theology that is rooted in a relationship with God and becomes possible in dialogue.

The "CULTURE OF SILENCE" CONTRIBUTES TO PERPETUATING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE -Gabe Alexander-Brown 2015-06-20 This is a unique must-read book. It has a revelation of hidden treasures with biblical elements of universal seed in this generation.

Northern sled dogs pulling a team of jukka and snow mobiles. The sled dogs are harness around the necks and the snow mobiles are behind them. The jukka is a small dog and it is the leader of the team. The team is on a tree-covered hillside. The background is a cloudy sky with snow falling.
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